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Editorial by Steve Tilburn
Busy Valve Bounce month February,…
Blyton testing, Blyton Rallying, Marshal at 12 car, my first Kings Lynn &
District Motor Club committee meeting, all culminating in the awards bash on
the final weekend, Phew! my wife sees more of the milkman and we don’t
even have milk delivered!?
I have found a classic car member so you are saved from more Escort stuff
but there is always next month!
Sales have been reported from the classifieds so keep your stuff coming, and
thanks to all of the new contributors this month, it makes the job so much
easier if we have choice of content.
March has a couple of dates doubled up on for us stage rally boys and girls
with a difficult decision between Cadwell and Woodbridge on the 29th, I’m
going to Woodbridge and arch rival Hodgson is going to Cadwell which will be
better for my nerves!
Looking forward to seeing a few of you at the awards dinner, until next month,
STEVE & DONNA
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Forthcoming Events
4 March 2015
13 March 2015
16 March 2015
1 April 2015
6 May 2015
3 June 2015
1/8 July 2015

Clubnight Rally
March Hare
AGM
Clubnight Rally
Gymkhana
Gymkhana
Gymkhana

King’s Lynn & District Motor Club
Short Shift Rally 04/03/15
Round 3 of the 2015 On The Road Championship.
•

THE VENUE - The Anvil at Congham, the most hospitable of venues.
You will find it at MR. 132 / 710235½ or PE32 1DU.
Supper will be available for marshals and competitors.

•

I recced the route a few weeks back, you know the roads but they’re
still great.
Each side of the A148, they are anything but flat, neither the terrain or
the speed.
55 miles with 11 Time Controls and probably a few Route Checks.

•

All that you require is, Map 132 D1, a Romer & Pencils, oh yeah and a
car, any car… First car at 8:01pm, supper from 10:15.

•

All classes, Beginner, Novice, Semi Expert and Expert will be catered
for. Route Instructions to suit your experience with a marked map for
beginners.

•

Regs. and Entry Form will be available soon. Please call or
email me to reserve your copy. You can pay on the night.

Brian Cammack – Tel - 07789 197650
email: brian@top-specs.com
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MARCH HARE RALLY 2015
*Change in class structure*
This year’s March Hare Rally, the annual challenge between KLMC and our
friends just down the A47 SCCoN, is being organised by David Bell from
SCCoN. I am the co-ordinator for Kings Lynn and anyone who would like to be
considered for the KLMC team please contact me.
I have copied the information of the rally sent to me from David so please
have a look and then get in touch. We need six crews to make the team.
*Note that this year there is now two classes, Expert and

Novice. Novice getting easier Navigation!*
Any KLMC members who would like to help out with marshalling duties
please contact David Bell. They always send out marshals when we
organise this rally so it would be nice to get a good team out to help
them.

Cheers Paul Haylock
Dear All,

Following a route clash the March Hare has moved from 132 to 134.
Start: Rackheath Pavilion, Green Lane West, Rackheath, Norwich NR13 6LT (134 /
279 139).
Finish: Automotive Performance Tuning Ltd., Unit 16 Shepherds Business Park,
Norwich Road, Lenwade, Norwich NR14 8ST (133 / 113 180).
Map 134 (edition D3) will be required. The route will also use 133 & 144 but the
organising team will provide a copy of the relevant bits, if crews want to bring their
own 133 & 144 then any edition will do.
Documentation will open at 7:00pm with the first car away at 8:01pm. All crews
should be signed on by 7:45pm.
The route will cover approximately 120 miles with petrol available after 45 miles and
after 90 miles, no petrol available near the finish. I’m going to assume that it will be
OK to leave cars at the finish, but I will check.
Same navigation for everyone, no MENSA stuff.
Clerk of the Course:
David Bell
( 01603 720871
: percy@sccon.co.uk
SCCoN Co-ordinator: Andrew Lawson ( 01692 598291
:
compsecretary@sccon.co.uk
KLDMC Co-ordinator: Paul Haylock ( 01553 810070
TEAM TO BE SELECTED FROM THE FOLLOWING :Edward Haylock / David Smalley
Paul Smalley / Mathew Smalley
Mark Banham / Paul Haylock
Bob Baker / Brian Cammack
******** / *******?
******** / ********?

Please contact Paul Haylock ASAP if you wish to be considered.
MARSHALS: Contact David Bell asap PLEASE !!!
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The April Fools Rally
Sponsored by DH Signs

Signs for Industry
Wednesday 1st April 2015
Venue – Twenty Church Wardens Public
House, Cockley Cley
GR 144/792½ 042
First Car 20:01
55 mile route with a good mix of
navigation
Marked maps for Beginners
Map 144 B3 required
For Entries and Marshals contact;
Ed Haylock
01553 813444
Edward.Haylock@britishsugar.com
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KLDMC Classic Car News
Welcome to a new regular column which will keep you up to date
with news and events for the classic car owner. If you have
anything you think would be of interest for inclusion in this column
then please e mail me at p1h@hotmail.co.uk.

What’s On:
Kings Lynn and District Motor Club in conjunction with the “Kings
Arms” community owned pub in Shouldham (1 mile off the A134
south of Kings Lynn) will be hosting a regular “Ace Café” style
informal gathering on the first Sunday of every month starting on
Easter Sunday 5th April from 12.00 onwards. No pre booking is
necessary just use the excuse to take your car out for a run and
meet fellow classic car owners to exchange knowledge and general
chit chat. The pub is opposite the village green so bring a picnic or
enjoy the hospitality of the pub or the adjacent café.
Cambridge Car Club are holding a Classic car run on 19th April
starting and finishing at Duxford Air Museum, entry fee includes
entry to the museum for 2 people. Full details are on the club web
site at www.cambridgecarclub.co.uk.
The Federation of British Historic Vehicles Club is holding a “Drive
It Day” on 26th April to encourage owners around the UK to get
their cars out for a run all on the same day. The car plates are
available from www.dragonflyhouse.co.uk/driveit, and cost £8.95
per car. Get a few fellow owners and make up your own route and
show your cars off to the general public. Full details at
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/heritage-culture-and-museums/drive-itday/
That’s all for this month. See you at Shouldham on Easter Sunday.

Peter Horsburgh
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Chairman’s Spot – FULL CHAT
Welcome to March’s Full Chat. It was a busy month last month
and there is plenty going on this month as well. Last month we had
a particularly wintery 12 car rally, organised by Colin Shinkins.
With a heavy snow shower at 7.55 it made the roads quite tricky,
and where it wasn’t snowy there was black ice. This made it very
interesting for the competitors and marshals! But in the end it was
Bob & Brian who came out on top, but the top 3 were only covered
by 2 minutes. A fun night though.
At the end of February Peter Horsburgh and myself went to
Reepham High School as part of a GoMotorsport! promotion to get
kids interested in motorsport. Richard Egger from GoMotorsport!
arranged the day and did most of the chatter. The students were
great and showed lots of interest in what was going on. I took my
Suzuki Ignis endurance rally car and Peter took his 1965 Mini
Cooper S, so they had a couple of nice cars to look round. I hope
some of it sank in and that one or two follow a motorsport path.
On the last day of February was the Awards Dinner. At the new
venue of Kings Lynn Masonic Centre we were very well looked
after and their caterers did a grand job. Les & Sue really
entertained us all with the wide range of music styles. I think it was
a refreshing change from a disco. Congratulations to all the award
winners who collected a trophy, and thank you to all who
supported the event.
On Friday 13th March (oh dear) we have the March Hare Rally,
the annual (or biannual currently) battle for road rally supremacy
between SCCoN and KLDMC. This year it is being organised by
SCCoN’s David Bell and promises to be a cracker. We venture
onto new territory for most of us, map 134, which has an
interesting mix of roads. Let’s hope KLDMC do it again.
Please support the AGM this month, after all it’s your club.
Come along and have a say on how KLDMC should be run.
See you all next month!

Mark
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Championships Summary
Clubnight Overall Championship
Matthew Smalley
Paul Smalley
Bob Baker
Brian Cammack
Johnathan Stimpson
Mick Beauchamp
Jill Beauchamp
Jack Tilburn
Scott Ayres
John Peterson
Robert Aldous
David Mann
David Bell
Ian Doble
Mark Banham
Paul Haylock
Peter Horsburgh
Spencer Horsburgh
Marc Sheffield
Shaun Hannon
Tony Hewitt
Rob Kitchen
James Smith
Josh Ramm
Ian Pollard
David Pollard
June Pollard
David Smalley
Edward Haylock
Derek Webb
Colin Shinkins
Ian Graham

24
24
24
24
24
23
23
21
21
20
19
19
19
19
18
18
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
9

12 Car Expert Driver
Bob Baker
John Peterson
Robert Aldous
David Bell
Mark Banham
June Pollard

24
20
19
19
18
11
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12 Car Expert Navigator
Brian Cammack
David Mann
Ian Doble
Paul Haylock
David Smalley
Ian Pollard
David Pollard
Colin Shinkins
Ian Graham

24
19
19
18
11
11
11
11
9

12 Car Semi-Expert Driver
Paul Smalley
Spencer Horsburgh

24
12

12 Car Semi-Expert Navigator
Matthew Smalley
Peter Horsburgh

24
12

12 Car Novice Driver
Rob Kitchen
Marc Sheffield
Tony Hewitt
Edward Haylock

12
12
12
11

12 Car Novice Navigator
Johnathan Stimpson
Shaun Hannon
Derek Webb

24
12
11

12 Car Beginner Driver
Mick Beauchamp
Jack Tilburn
James Smith

23
21
12

12 Car Beginner Navigator
Jill Beauchamp
Scott Ayres
Josh Ramm

23
21
12
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Clubnight Overall Ladies Championship
Jill Beauchamp
June Pollard

23
11

Overall Stage Driver
Mark Jasper
David Smalley

25
24

Overall Stage Navigator
Don Whyatt
Paul Smalley

25
24

Outside Club On-Road Driver
Mark Banham

25

Outside Club On-Road Navigator
David Smalley
Matthew Smalley

25
25

Points Summary
All Clubnight Championships
1st Place – 12th Place
12pts – 1pt
(Organiser awarded 2nd place points for organising – 11pts)
Out of 8 12 Car events the best 7 results count
Out of 4 Off-road events all scores count
Outside Club Events & Stages Rally Championships
1st Place – 25th Place
25pts – 1pt
th
(Any places lower than 25 including any DNFs, 1 point is awarded for
representing the club.)
Only the best 6 results of all events entered count. In the case of a tie then
the next best result is taken.
Marshals Championship
1 point awarded for every event attended and signed on as a Marshal or
Official.
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February the 9th saw the Hylton Gott team, supported by Tony
Wales, venture out to the Blyton Park circuit for a full days testing
with a mixed bunch of rally cars and drivers.
The venue, which is owned and run by a very helpful chap called
Richard Usher, about three hours from us, quite close to
Gainsborough, is available for exclusive hire for half or full days
usage at very reasonable rates. The track has several layouts and
you can change them as you require throughout the day to keep
you on your toes! It’s sort of Scalextrics for adults!
We started with the biggest layout with some long swooping full
power corners and perfect straights which were just long enough to
get up to speed (120mph-ish) without hitting the rev limiters, and
other tighter corners to test the brakes, with a chicane thrown in for
variety!
My car, the Escort, was loving the place and even it’s usual
appetite for rear tyres seemed good with minimal wear after some
sixty stage miles. Jack, my son had a couple of runs in it as well
and really chucked the thing about especially considering it was his
first drive and the controls and seating were set for me! I also
enjoyed taking David (Bowman), who is usually stuck in the
paddock looking after the car, for a few laps as a thank you for his
sterling work through the season and to let him know how the car
he services goes in the flesh!
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Jody and Ian Wilson were out in the Vauxhall XE engined Triumph
TR7 and although they had a few teething problems initially, with a
sheared half shaft keyway, it was soon flying round with a bit of
stick welding applied to the rear hub by the helpful Blyton Team.
Robert and Gareth John, in the Toyota MR2, fresh from a year
long engine rebuild, could only manage a few “running in” laps
before giving it the “beans” and the little wedge looked quicker than
ever and didn’t miss a beat all day doing more than 80 miles!
Tony Wales and Mitchell Gordon (who normally spanners for Tony)
were out in the newly acquired ex Martin Stockdale BMW 3.0M
Compact which sounded lovely blasting around the course, they
suffered two near blow outs when the car overheated it’s o/s rear
tyre twice, sending the tyres oval and all sorts of shapes
necessitating a quick change! I was not surprised with the tyre
situation after trying to follow the car, it has so much grunt and grip
out of the corners that the tyres just can’t cope, it left the Escort
standing!
Tony really got to grips with the car, eventually going so quick that
he had to stop on track to be sick before returning to the paddock!
I have seen the odd navigator go green before but never the
driver!
So a cracking day was had by all, if any club members fancy doing
something similar at any time discounted rates are available and
for a group of eight would be well under £100 each for exclusive
hire of the venue which is cracking value.

Stephen Tilburn
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SOMETHING TO DWELL ON
Dwell = “To remain in one place or consider something for a period of time”
Dwell is an interesting term when applied to cars and cars engineering and
something which I find really interesting, It’s sort of measuring a period of inactivity to
determine the correct period of activity and usually features in crank and cam timing
and ignition timing calculations.
I first discovered “dwell” when my dad was showing me how to strip and rebuild a
lawnmower engine, and after removing the cylinder head we could witness the piston
rising and falling up and down the cylinder with the turn of the crank but it stopped
momentarily at the top and bottom of the stroke even though the crank was still being
turned by my dad.
Dad explained this was the “dwell” period and later when timing my first camshaft in
this period of inactivity becomes so very important.
When related to crankshaft timing, dwell can be used to determine absolute top dead
centre, or the middle of the dwell period, which is so important later in camshaft
timing or ignition timing.
Most engines have a rough marking on the crank pulley to show top dead centre but
this mark is usually very inaccurate and misleading so we usually check and mark
our own pulleys by the following method:Place a dial gauge on the piston top and a degree disk on the crankshaft pulley whilst
the piston is roughly at TDC, rotate the crank anticlockwise and clockwise to find the
few degrees (usually ten ish) of inactivity on the dial gauge, back the crank up
anticlockwise by four or five mm on the dial gauge, record the degrees before top
dead centre on the degree disc, take the dial gauge back up to the dwell period
clockwise and past TDC by the same four or five mm on the dial guage you did
before and again record the degrees on the disc , if you then half the joint recorded
degrees on the degrees disc (mid point) and move the crank to this point you will be
at an accurate TDC and can mark the pulley, we have found manufacturers pulleys
to be as much as four degrees out ford cross flows being the worst!
Camshafts sadly have two periods of dwell, one when the follower is around the
bottom or base of the cam and one when the cam is at maximum lift, the maximum
lift point is the one we use the most, and most cams are timed by maximum lift at a
given degrees after the TDC we so carefully found on the crankshaft pulley. Old
school tuners used to find the dwell period of the crank then find the dwell period of
the cam again with a degree disc and dial gauge, set the crank to the given degrees
after TDC, set the cam to mid dwell or maximum lift and then lock everything off!
Luckily now most cams can be timed to a given amount of lift (Say 0.25 mm lift, not
maximum lift) at a given period after TDC (perhaps 108 degrees) this makes life so
much easier as all you have to do is set the crank to the given after TDC position and
then take the camshaft you are timing to the given lift point (instead of finding the
dwell) and “hey presto” lock everything off and the cam timing is set! It really makes
twin cam set ups so much easier!
My dad has also reminded me to mention the “Dwell” period in ignition timing but I
have no idea what he’s talking about! Something to do with the points? Whatever
they are? Being closed for a given period to enable the coil to build up steam! What
is the old fart on about?!

Jack Tilburn
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Bruce Robinson Rally
After enjoying last years event David Smalley and I fancied another go at the
Bruce Robinson Rally. This is a plot and bash road rally with straightforward
but time-consuming navigation, and a few special tests are thrown in. The
rally started from Langworth near Lincoln and went for 140 miles over maps
113, 121 & 122. Other KLDMC members that were taking part were John
Peterson & Ian Graham and Matthew Smalley was trying his first National B
rally navigating for Matthew Carr in a Puma.
The rally started off with a special test around a very muddy and wet
Wickenby airfield. It didn’t go well. We got lost trying to find a codeboard so
went back around the test to find it. It was better doing that and losing that
minute or so really as it was a five minute penalty for a missed board. We
weren’t the only ones who did this though, there were a few. After this test it
was into the road rally proper. We headed north, and the further we headed
north the frostier it got. In the week or so before the rally there had been bit of
snow and a little of it was about but every untreated road was white with frost,
making things interesting. Most of the route was on yellows but after TC6 we
went on some whites through some woods near Market Rasen. As the tracks
had been shaded by the trees there was still snow on the ground and it was
frozen solid. It was sooo slippery it was a job to stop for the corners, or the
PCs. At one point we stopped for a PC and couldn’t get started again. We
ended up dropping a bit of time on this section with a couple of minutes into
TC7 and another 2 into TC8. Next was a rough and icy white alongside a
railway line. There was one big hole that was cautioned but we hit it at speed
and it felt like the struts would come through the car. We were ok, but the car
we were right behind went the other way into the hole and suffered a puncture
straight away. We were lucky there. We carried further north and we now only
six miles from Grimsby. The roads were a struggle though. They were so icy
now there were
times when we
struggled
to
keep it on the
road. I misheard
(or
wasn’t
listening to) a
call from David
and we went off
the road on a 60
right. After a lot
of wheelspin I
managed to turn
the car round
and get out of
the
field
gateway
we
found ourselves in. I must admit we saw a lot of odd shaped skidmarks on the
road that night as people were sliding all over the place.
David was doing a great job on the maps and we weren’t losing too much
time, only another 2 minutes. Which wasn’t too bad considering the
14
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conditions. Getting the codeboards was an interesting task in the frost.
Several times they were put in dips or down hills where slowing down or
stopping was not an available option! Generally they were 6 numbers or
letters over 2 lines. So as we skidded past the boards David would get the top
line and I would get the bottom line. And it seemed to work as we got all the
boards correct. We headed south now and came down to Binbrook where we
went round some whites as part of the old airfield. Then there was a tricky
board to find, and we met a car coming back to get it. We then followed him
for a bit and as we went down a particularly snowy hill I thought I had better
keep my distance. But ahead of us he started to spin, going in a straight line,
ending up across the road. Now I was wondering what to do here to avoid
collecting him, and while I was thinking I started to spin myself, ending up
pointing back up the hill. After eventually turning round he was long gone.
After this section was a special test at Ludford airfield. Now this was slippery,
lots of polished ice and snow, which meant lots of sliding about. And stopping
astride the line was impossible. It was then onto petrol for a deserved break.
Up to that point we had only dropped 12 minutes 14 seconds.
There was then another slippery section on the way to Ludford’s special test.
We were clean on the road but dropped 2:01 on the test after a couple of
errors from the drivers seat! We then headed further south on the run in.
Clean on the road but dropped 1:09 on the final Wickenby special test, again,
having to find a code board, but the test was driven much better. And that was
it, back to the finish for breakfast. After a rather average breakfast we waited
for the results. Over the night we dropped 15:24, which put us 5th. That was
10 minutes behind the winners, so they must have been on it! David did a
great job on the maps and got us round the route with the minimum of time
loss.
We finished 5th, John and Ian were 15th and Matthew finished 19th, while
picking up the second novice award. So well done to him. A good event that
deserved more entries really, as 26 was a bit poor. I look forward to next year.

Mark & David
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Round The Bend with Michelle Garrod

Name

Michelle Garrod, 41 years old

Lives in Swardeston with Husband Tommy
Betteridge, 52 and Sons Edward, 16 and
Hector, 14.
What’s in your garage? Nothing worth
mentioning!
Michelle navigates for Vernon Clarke rallying his
1973 Ford Escort.
She likes Rallying and marshalling but dislikes
cold Winter events!
For the past 20 years Michelle has enjoyed
rallying for the fun of it, not taking anything
too seriously. This coming year she’s hoping to
take part in more Rally events and possibly
sprints.
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Reg No.
DDL 498V
Torque
180NM
Owner
Robin Adams

Engine
JRE 2.0 XE
BHP
275
Driver
Robin Adams

Gearbox
Sadev 6 Speed
Weight
1080kg
Navigator
Barrie Marshall

Michelle is the name of this awesome car, built by Richard Edwards of
Edwards Motorsport fame and called Michelle by Richard because, when
fabricating the car in his workshop at home over a period of months his wife
used to question where he had been for the last few hours and he would reply
“working on my shell”, she mistook it for Michelle and he has subsequently
moved in with a new partner!

Richards fabrication work is fantastic and
the shell has been seam welded and fitted
with a safety devices weld in cage picking
up on all of the front and rear suspension
points and cross braced in the rear.

It has an electrically heated screen, carbon roof vent and central helmet
holders to the rear with the usual rear alloy fuel and oil tanks in the firewalled
boot, it runs a “dry” battery which is mounted behind the crew.
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The engine is a John Read Ultimate Vauxhall 2.0 XE,
John was recognised as one of the best XE builders
in the business before he went bust sometime last
year, and the engine has really strong power
and torque from as little as 3500revs right through
to the limiter which is set at 9500rpm! Mated
to it is a Sadev six speed sequential gearbox,
the French made box is tiny and very light,
it only holds one litre of oil but using it is so simple,
keep the throttle buried and pull the lever and
the engine drops for the perfect time to allow the seamless shift. a Gartrac
rear axle with limited slip diff 5.1 ratio puts the power on the ground.

AP brakes under 13” compomotive
wheels do the stopping job with a
dash mounted bias valve and power
steering on the quick rack keep the
thing in a straight line.

The suspension is a little unusual, front being Edwards own wide track design
track control arms with a similar “touring car” top mount to Hodgson’s Escort
allowing the Bilstein dampers to work effectively, and a small adjustable anti
roll bar and compression strut. The rear runs coil overs with a light coil spring
and Bilstein damper and leaf springs to help with the location of the already
six linked rear end, it all makes for a very stable car that feels rock solid in
use.

Richard has recently retired from rallying (short term I think) and we have now
sold the car to it’s new owner Robin Adams who will be campaigning this
Tarmac Terminator shortly! One to watch I think!

Steve
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SCCoN’s New Year’s Treasure Hunt & Scatter
Having enjoyed last year’s event we decided to make the trip from
Fakenham to Loddon for this year’s event. We brought the family
for a day out but not everybody in our party was that keen at such
an early start. We arrived at the start in the Church Plain car park
in Loddon and paid our entry fee. This year the walking treasure
hunt was able to take place so I dispatched daughter Natalie and
wife Sharon off to do that while I took on the map work. The driving
part of the event required us to visit up to 27 of the marked phone
boxes in a 14 x 23 block of grid squares between Loddon and
Norwich and get the phone number. However, there are several
problems with this as not all phone boxes are shown on the map,
and also not all phone boxes marked on the map exist on the
ground. However, Julian & Sara had visited every marked phone
box to check them out and get the phone number. However, some
of the boxes don’t have a phone in anymore so they had to create
a question specific to each of those boxes. As several marked
boxes didn’t exist we were given grid references to cross those off
and given extra references to put in a few extra ones not shown on
the map. Make sense?? Oh yes, and collect 5 items of treasure on
the way: Receipt from Reedham ferry, holly leaf, pine needle, nut
cracker (!?) and some sweets (always plenty of those in the car).
As there was more navigation than on a treasure hunt I decided to
navigate and Sharon drove. After I’d done all the required plotting I
got out and helped the other two finish off the walking treasure
hunt. I came along just right as they were struggling with “the rank
of Charles Steward?” which I found on the war memorial. Once
we’d cracked all the clues we set off on the driving part. As there
was no set route the skill was in picking the most efficient route to
visit the required locations. After getting the ones in Loddon we
decided to head west as there were a lot of boxes close together.
We visited Bergh Apton, Yelveton (broken phone), Howe,
Shotesham (defibrillator station) and Upper Stoke, which had no
phone and the clue was “….. way” which was on the map anyway
as Boudicea Way. We then went to Poringland where we came
across Ian Doble checking out the phone box. As I went to get the
number Sharon noticed they had visited four boxes. She was most
pleased, as we had just done our tenth! From there we went up to
Arminghall, and then picked up a box in a layby on the A146. The
next box in Framlingham Pigot was like a phone box from the
Jungle Book. It was covered in ivy and a lot was growing inside,
but was still a working red phone box! I think it may be lacking in
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maintenance. From there we went up to Brammerton and on to
Surlingham, where we found our box and an unmarked box by
chance, so put it down.(it didn’t count though) Then we went back
to Hellington Corner and Thurton for 2 more before heading north
to the Beauchamp Arms at Claxton where they have a phone box,
although we didn’t bother to go all the way down the track. We
continued down the yellow that followed the course of the river
Yare to Hardley. This box had been nicely decorated inside by the
locals in a Christmas theme. This was our last box south of the
Yare.
The entry to the event had included a crossing on the Reedham
Ferry to get north of the river. This is the first time I had been
across in a car, having only been across on a bike on the “Tour de
Broads” ride, so this was a different experience for all of us in the
car as it seemed to drift down the river, then get pulled back by the
chains. There was a phone box straight off the ferry so we’d now
visited 21 boxes. We then rushed straight up to Wickhampton and
Halvergate for 2 more. Across to Beighton, then up to Damgate, nr
Acle. I then realised I had messed up the timing. I read something
in the instructions about being back for 2.30, but suddenly realised
this wasn’t the allowed 3½ hours from the 10.15 start, which was
1.45, at Trowse White Horse. I realised this at 1.30, in Acle! We
got on the A47 and headed back to Norwich at a brisk pace. On
the way we managed to spot a sign in a layby where a phone box
had been removed, so that was another one counted. Time was
really getting away now and as we got all the reds lights into the
city I thought we might miss the deadline. And with points
deducted for each minute late this didn’t look good. But as we were
just 100 yards from the pub it clicked over to 1.45, so we got in on
our minute. Phew!
We’d got 4 bits of treasure, missing out on the nutcracker.
Although I was looking out for dead squirrels on the road! After a
nice bowl of warming soup the results were declared. And to our
surprise we were winners. I think there were 7 teams so that was a
surprising result. And apparently we won by quite a bit. I think what
helped was the start, where I plotted while others looked for the
walking answers. I’m not normally a navigator, but this felt quite
natural to me. I’d think differently if I was navigating on a proper
rally! Thanks to the Riley’s from SCCoN for organising this, we had
a great day.

Mark Banham
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Down The Pub with Paul Davison
Name

Paul Davison, 42 years old

Lives in Northampton and has three daughters
Emma, 21, Lucy, 19 and Chloe 14.
What’s in Paul’s garage? Bicycles, a carpet and a
dining table or two. Also an as-new fitness bench
“(one careful owner, hardly used)!”
Paul isn’t currently racing, he gets his kicks from
organising events and seeing others have their fun.
(Honestly!)
Paul likes steak & chips, rock music and quick stage
changes. He dislikes bony fish, slow drivers and
traffic cones.

Paul spent 1990 – 1999 stage rally navigating for
Mark Banham up to National A level. His highlight
was taking part in West Cork Rally, Ireland in 1995.
In the future he’d like to hand over his Secretary
role within the club to a willing volunteer!
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At last we have managed to “eke” out some of the clubs classic owners, so you are saved
from another Ford Escort feature at least for this month!

Julie’s Pension Pot
This little beauty belongs to Julie Bowman and although in storage for the winter she allowed
me to go under the covers with her to view her incredible lines!

It’s a 1968 Triumph TR250, which was the North American version of the TR5 that the UK
enjoyed. The American emission laws being stricter than ours would not allow the newly
developed Lucas fuel injection system as it was not clean enough and it added cost to the
cars, so they were fitted with twin Stromberg Carburettors instead, dropping some 39bhp,
Julie and David report that the car is much more drivable because of this change and the big
six cylinder 2.5 litre engine is massively flexible and rarely needs any other than third and
forth gear in it’s four speed gearbox!
Other American changes are the badging and bumper over riders, which are filled in the rears
to avoid sharp edges, although I’m not sure how the pedestrian you potentially run into
would end up behind the front bumper between it and the grille, and if he was there the
sharp edges would likely be the least of his troubles! Those odd rulings also meant the
“wings” on the wheel spinners had to be deleted and a rather boring looking chrome nut
design replaced it, definitely not James Bond!
The car was imported back to the UK in 1990, restored and then purchased by Julie in 2006
for £12,500, it is now worth over £30,000 which is certainly a better financial performance
than my pension!
Julie and David have all of the wet weather gear, hard tops and surrey tops as well, and even
though the car is in cracking condition are not too “precious” about using the car, belonging
to the Triumph register they regularly enjoy the clubs runs and swanky black tie dinner
dances which are a far cry from the Ford club runs that I might attend where a burger and
burnout are the most likely outcome!
Julie is a proper “grafter” and when not looking after friends dogs she can be found helping
clean their houses, surprising all of them by turning up in this red rocket armed with the Mr
Sheen and a duster!

Steve
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North West Stages in Brave Duncan’s 911…
The NW Stages started with a 6 hour haul up the M6, all the usual business of
putting on the stickers and booking into the huge Blackpool hotel - didn't
spend any time looking closely at other people's cars (they all looked a bit
new and shiny to me from a distance)!
At around 6.30pm, with lights affixed, we went through the
official start and off to the first stage.
Keeping your foot down in the dark is an interesting leap
of faith and as it was our first go at it, it was a bit tricky,
especially when a WRC car's HID lights fill your mirrors!
We made one big mistake on a stage that evening which cost us
about 2 minutes, but to simply focus on the time is to miss the point - to us this
is the challenge - the good news was we were ready to start Saturday!
Saturday was a 10.30am start towards the back of the field and I had
already figured out we were going to be in the car for 12 hours (but chose not
to share this with my co-driver) - sadly the car was not running very well
and in fact almost didn't run below 3000 rpm - we didn't have any
help or support, it was just us and a bag of tools, so I fiddled with it a bit
and off we set!
The stages comprised of a muddy concrete road, a blast up two promenades,
a hack around a car park and going flat out around an airfield. By 5.30pm, we
came into service and bolted the lights back on 'Are we really going out in
the dark again?' asked Mrs Co-driver... 'Yep, you have to finish', I suggested!
The big highlights were the promenade in front of several hundred spectators
and some fairly spirited attempts at power slides on the airfield. The
worst moment was on the airfield in the dark when a fog set in that saw us
driving around totally blind, with no reference points (resulting in the
steering being knocked 25 degrees out of line)
At around 10pm, we limped back into the park ferme and into the finish. The
car was hardly running with no wheel pointing in the same direction
54 of the 110 starters did not finish.
The car is now back with Richard Tuthill being straightened out and the
mechanical fuel pump is having a jolly good talking to!
Would we go back?...probably!
Next Event at Blyton – Jack Neal Stages!

Duncan Buck
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The Jack Neal Memorial Rally 21/02/2015
EASY MEAT
Having nipped up to Blyton for a little testing a couple of weeks before the
Jack Neal Memorial Rally, and having come close to winning at Cadwell
towards the end of last season, the mood in the camp as we arrived at Blyton
on Saturday was optimistic to say the least.
The entry looked good at the top with several really nice cars, and further
down the seeded list were some really interesting vehicles including a
Triumph 2500pi still wearing it’s wood rimmed steering wheel and walnut dash
and door capping's, imagine the splinter injury's an off in that might provide!
It looked like the class three first place trophy was just a formality, dispense
with my arch rival Hodgson, who had not benefited from the seat time I had a
couple of weeks earlier, and victory was mine!
First of ten stages went to plan when Hodgsons wheel nuts fell off as he
crossed the line eight seconds behind us, it looked like the wheel might stop
somewhere north of Gainsborough and even if he did manage to retrieve it
and his missing nuts he surely would have knackered something when the
cars hub touched down.
“Blimey he’s behind us” as we line up for stage two and somehow he’s
avoided a time penalty even though he is four places down the order from
where he started, flipping Northern smooth talker has duped the girl on arrival
time clock again!
Then he started, equalling our time on stage two and then taking a couple of
seconds on three equalling us on four a few on five until, by the end of nine,
with just stage ten to go we were all equal.
The thing is he knew he had me on the run, he knew I would outdrive myself
on that last stage and sure enough I did, first corner off the start OK, second
corner slightly ragged but OK, third corner decidedly wild and entering the
fourth too quick, bottled it, in field, out of field, back on track 14 seconds lost,
job done Hodgson. If it had not happened on that corner it would have on the
next or the one after, he gained the victory by rattling me without a doubt.
So, the bad news to any up and coming stage rally drivers is, once you get the
car reliable and fast, secure a great co-driver and spannering team, find the
budget and time, your next challenge is, as Cool hand Luke struggled with,
“getting your mind right” I have had the problem before and will again and find
it harder than changing the spring rates or camber angle.
Nice problem to have though, much better than sitting beside the track with
smoke billowing out of the car or bent bits of metal surrounding you!

STEVE
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Kings Lynn and District Motor Club members go
“Back to school “ at Reepham High

(Pictured along with the students from left , organising teacher Rick Hawkins, KLDMC members Peter
Horsburgh and Mark Banham, and Richard Egger from Go Motorsport )

Mark Banham and Peter Horsburgh took their rally cars to Reepham High
school to assist Richard Egger from “Go Motorsport” in his talk to pupils on
how to get involved in motorsport and outline the career opportunities in the
Motorsport industry which employs over 50,000 people in the UK.
Over 50 students from the school in the age
range 14 to 18, volunteered to attend the
presentation and view the cars to find out
more about what is available and how they
can participate in motor club activities from
as young as 12 to 14. Motorsport only
survives due to the large number of
volunteers who do the vital tasks of
marshalling on all types of event from small
gymkhanas to large scale stage rallies and
circuit races.
The students were shown the differences between normal road cars and fully
prepared rally cars in terms of safety equipment, special seats and seat belts
,roll cages ,fire extinguishers and navigation lights, clocks and tripmeters.
Some students were already taking part in for example Land Rover trials,
others will be going home and saying “ Dad you have got to get the RS 2000
out the garage and use it- I can navigate for you !”
Hopefully in the next months we will have a few responding and joining the
club to get involved in our activities.

Peter Horsburgh
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Colnbrook, Thursday 19 February 2015

An open letter from the MSA Chief Executive regarding spectator safety on UK
stage rallies
This weekend marks the second anniversary of the tragic death of a spectator on the Snowman Rally, and of course on
the Jim Clark Rally in 2014 three more spectators lost their lives in equally tragic circumstances.
As a result the Scottish Government, following an emergency debate in the Scottish Parliament, commissioned a major
review of safety on stage rallies. This Scottish Government Motorsport Event Safety Review published its final report in
January, and the MSA has since gone on record confirming its commitment to the implementation of the report’s
recommendations, not only in Scotland but throughout the UK.
Clearly, there is going to be a period of transition while everyone concerned works as hard as possible to introduce the
recommended changes. In the interim, I need to remind all spectators of the fact that they are ultimately responsible for
their own personal safety.
I say this because despite these well-publicised tragedies, and despite the sport being well aware of the changes being
brought about by the Scottish Review, I am astonished and dismayed that an irresponsible minority – and I stress
minority – of spectators continue to display a wanton disregard for their own personal well-being.
This was brought home to me when viewing YouTube clips of last weekend’s Wyedean Forest Rally, and also from the
truly shocking photograph from the same rally in yesterday’s Motorsport News (18 February, page 34) of a ‘spectator’
lying flat on the ground on the edge of the forest track, apparently taking a photograph extremely close to a competing
vehicle.
This behaviour not only shows a complete disregard for personal safety but in addition places other spectators, officials
and competing crews in danger. It also undermines the considerable efforts of the dedicated rally organisers, officials
and marshals, who do all they can to ensure that events run as safely as possible.
The MSA is currently working on a daily basis with all other stakeholders in rallying, particularly the Forestry
Commission, and I can confirm from discussions within the last few days that unless these few idiotic spectators
concerned change their attitude immediately and behave responsibly, there will be no future for stage rallying in the UK. I
am not talking about next year, or the year after; I am talking about right now. Even in the meantime, this sort of
behaviour will mean that stages are cancelled and rallies disrupted or even stopped.
Please, for the sake of rallying in the UK, can all spectators take full responsibility not only for ensuring their own
personal safety but also the future of the sport we all love.
Yours in motor sport,

Rob Jones
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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Classifieds
Duncan Buck - R888 Tyres
Contact – 07711 008 404
duncan@islandfs.com
16” Toyo R888 tyres for sale. 225 x 16 + 265 x 16
__________________________________________________________________________
Jack Tilburn - Four 8 x 13 Minilight type wheels
Contact - 07879 884259
jtilburn95@googlemail.com
100 x 4 pcd to fit Renault/Peugeot/Volvo/VW
refurbished and in good condition, not mint but very
good, with four very good 155/55 x 13 tyres to
stretch on if you dare!
£350ono

______________________________________________________________
Roger Doy - Peugeot for sale
Contact 07960 647936 / 01366 377535
Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9
H136AAU registered 30/05/1991
94000 mls
Power steering and electric windows
Factory sunroof
Dry stored for many years
Newly rebuilt engine and belts, battery etc
New tyres
Stainless exhaust
Gutmann wheels
Really tidy inside and out
Investment @ £3000
_________________________________________

Roger Doy - Magazines for sale
Contact 07960 647936 / 01366 377535
1970s and 1980s
Car and Car Conversion Magazines 12 complete
sets
Cheap reading @ £25

__________________________________________________________________________
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Derek Webb – Moulded Slicks for sale
Contact – 01953 488696 / 07818 206265
rye.racingderek@aol.co.uk
Selection of used tyres 17” 190 x 625 from £25 each. Call for details.
__________________________________________________________________________

Derek Stocks – Driving Lamps & Covers for sale
Contact – 01485 600680
lynndell@sky.com
2 Cibie Plus driving lamps & covers. VGC. Buyer collects. £120ONO.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Alan Shrimpton – Honda Civic Type R for sale
Contact – 07510 214300
alanshrimpton@btinternet.com
Honda Civic Type R EP3 – 2002 – Silver – Ebach springs – Aftermarket Alloys. Purchased as an
unfinished project but have decided to re-sell. £1,100.
___________________________________________________________________________________

Vernon Clarke – Fuel Tank for sale
Contact – 01603 759349
vernclarke55@gmail.com
Mk1 Capri fuel tank that might suit escort. Complete with sender but needs new gasket. Ring for
details.
___________________________________________________________________________________

Derek Webb – Fiesta IB5 ST for sale
Contact – 01953 488696 / 07818 206265
Fiesta IB5 ST Competiton Gearbox complete with Straight Cut Close Ratio Syncro Gear Kit , fitted with
Quaife LSD and AP Paddle clutch & Cover, all in very good condition
Only reason for sale upgraded to Sadev Dog Box.
(New prices Rally Design , LSD £585 plus crown wheel & pinion £575, Gearkit £2995 Total £4155)
A Bargain at £1500 ovno
___________________________________________________________________________________
As well as the above items in our Classifieds section we also have Derek offering himself!
Currently available to assist rally teams…
1. General assistance with event preparation
2. Rally Reconnaissance / pacenotes
3. Rally service
4. Chase car
5. Good knowledge of England, Ireland and Belgium
6. Also available BMW 530d Touring with Brian James Tilt-bed Trailer
7. Available to co-drive if required
If you’re interested please contact Derek Webb for his Motorsport CV
on 01953 488696 / 07818 206265 or email rye.racingderek@aol.co.uk.
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Race engine specialists
BDG & XE Experts
Unit 5 Faraday Business Park
Faraday Road
Littleport
Ely
CB6 1PE
01353 864888
sales@sherwoodengines.co.uk
www.sherwoodengines.co.uk

Group 4 Escort specialists &
Rally Spares
11 Llandysul Enterprise Park,
Llandysul, Ceredigion, SA44 4JL
Tel - 01559 363731
gareth@westwalesrallyspares.co.uk
www.westwalesrallyspares.co.uk
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Two wheel drive rolling road – Tuning – Race – Rally – Classic Car set up
52 Rothersthorpe Crescent, Northampton, NN4 8JD

01604 766624
www.northamptonmotorsport.com

Race Engine Specialists

Knuston Hill Farm, Station Road,
Irchester, NN29 7EP
Peter Jones – 01933 411993

HYLTON GOTT LTD

ISUZU D-MAX EIGER
FROM
£23,043OTR

VOLVO V40 D2

FROM
£20,795 OTR
mail@hyltongott.co.uk - 01366 383352 – www.hyltongott.co.uk
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